BUILDING SOLIDARITY
FROM THE MARGINS
A

Human

Rights

Forum
A FREE VIRTUAL EVENT
Join us to witness, learn and
dialogue on the road to
building greater solidarity and
inclusion in what is now
known as Canada.
The event features Indigenous,
Black African and Disability
rights speakers and a filmed
performance called Dialogues
on the Edge - The Initiation,
which includes re-imagined
excerpts from A Tender Path,
by Doris Rajan and No Woman’s
Land, by Roshanak Jaberi –
directed by Soheil Parsa.
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Day

ASL/LSQ interpretation, closed
captioning and English-French
simultaneous interpretation.
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This forum is dedicated to Kyle Fossella and Ian Cole. Love to Joyce Fossella and
Audrey Cole – activists and mothers.

WELCOME STATEMENT

Many populations in Canada are living on the edge. They are fighting for equity, safety, social recognition and economic security.
Indigenous, racialized migrant, descendants of enslaved African people and people with intellectual and other disabilities and their
families, Deaf people and those living with mental health issues – particularly women and gender non-conforming persons from
these groups – work thoughtfully and relentlessly towards the realization of their human rights.
Our recognition of human rights, along with our politics and public policies to realize them, often treats these population groups as
distinct. Separate struggles, different realities. But what if we imagined the commonalities across experiences of marginality? What
if we listened with humility and respect, and dug deeper to see the foundations underlying what might first appear as distinct
experiences of oppression? Might we be able to imagine and mobilize a more universal politics and movement for inclusion up to
the task of existential threats – cultural genocide, systemic inequality, structural violence against certain groups, climate and
environmental injustice.
On behalf of IRIS, we welcome you to this forum, to witness, learn, and create inter-connections, to dialogue from the margins, into
a more inclusive, a more just commons.
-Michael Bach, Managing Director, IRIS

AGENDA
Opening: Leslie Spillett, Ininew, Metis, grandmother and community helper
Welcome from Joy Bacon, Chair - IRIS Board, and Forum Overview - Michael Bach
Speaker: Eriel Tchekwie Deranger
Filmed Performance - Dialogues on the Edge: The Initiation, featuring excerpts
from A Tender Path and No Woman's Land
Speaker: Catherine Frazee
Speaker: Lilian Allen
Panel Discussion
Closing: Leslie Spillett, Ininew, Metis, grandmother and community helper

TIME ZONES
Newfoundland & Labrador
2:30 - 4:30 P.M.
Atlantic
2:00 - 4:00 PM
Eastern
1:00 - 3:00 PM
Central
12:00 - 2:00 PM
Mountain
11:00 AM - 1:00 PM
Pacific
10:00 AM - 12:00 PM

SPEAKERS

Eriel Tchekwie Deranger (Speaker)
Eriel Tchekwie Deranger is a Dënesųłiné mother from the Athabasca Chipewyan First
Nation (ACFN) and the Executive Director and co-founder of Indigenous Climate Action
(ICA),an Indigenous-led climate justice organization in so-called Canada. Deranger is a
member of the International Indigenous Peoples Forum on Climate Change, and sits on
various boards including Bioneers, It Takes Roots Leadership Council, Climate Justice
Resiliency Fund Council of Advisors, the UK Tar Sands Network and WWF Canada; and was
a founding member of the Global Indigenous Youth Caucus. Deranger’s work focuses on
Indigenous rights and building intersectional dialogue between Indigenous rights, climate
justice and other social justice movements. She is recognized for her role as the
spokespersons for her community (ACFN) in the international Indigenous Tar Sands
Campaign and developing the Tar Sands Healing Walk. This included developing one of the
first Indigenous rights-based divest movements; lobbying government officials in Canada,
the US, the UK and the EU; supporting and leading mass mobilizations against the fossil
fuel industry & climate change; and bringing international recognition to issues in her
territory with celebrities and politicians alike. Deranger has written for the Guardian,
Yellowhead Institute, The National Observer, Red Pepper Magazine; has been featured in
documentary films including Elemental (2012); and is regularly interviewed for national
and international media outlets including Democracy Now!, Aboriginal Peoples Television
Network (APTN), and CBC.

Catherine Frazee (Speaker)
Catherine Frazee OC, D.Litt., LLD. (Hon.), is Professor Emerita at (soon to be renamed)
Ryerson University, where prior to her retirement she served as Professor of Distinction
in the School of Disability Studies. The Chief Commissioner of the Ontario Human Rights
Commission from 1989 to 1992, Dr. Frazee has written extensively on human rights,
precarious citizenship, and the activist resistance of disabled people.

Lillian Allen (Speaker / “Godmother of Everything”)
Lillian Allen is an acclaimed foremother of Canadian Poetry and a long-time arts activist
infusing messages of equal rights, justice, and self-agency in both her activism and
creative work. She is a leading international exponent of dub poetry with its politically
charged reggae-infused aesthetic of resistance. A Professor at OCAD University, Lillian
has been a successful Cultural Strategist playing key roles in transforming the Toronto
and Canadian cultural and literary landscapes. Also, a globally recognized recording artist,
Ms. Allen is a two-time Canadian Juno award winner for her recordings Conditions
Critical (1988) and Revolutionary Tea Party (1986) which was recently nominated for the
prestigious Polaris Heritage Prize in Canada. Lillian released a single Woken and
Unbroken in 2019, and her book Make the World New-The Poetry of Lillian Allen- Edited
by Ronald Cummings in 2021. Lillian also creates books and recordings for children and
young people (LillianAllen.ca) .

DIALOGUES ON THE EDGE
The

Initiation

1-3 PM EST

A filmed performance of reimagined
excerpts from:
A Tender Path written by Doris Rajan &
No Woman's Land choreographed by
Roshanak Jaberi

PRODUCERS' NOTES
Over the past decade I have had the privilege to work with
many coalitions, collectives, and advocacy/self- advocacy
groups, who have been working tirelessly with well thought
out ideas to address the poverty and violence that their
systemically marginalized community experiences. In these
spaces, these same advocates regularly state their frustration,
that despite their efforts there is a notable lack of
improvement in peoples’ lives; in fact, there is evidence that
conditions are getting even worse. At IRIS we have been
asking: What if we stopped trying to “fix” systems that were
never built with these populations in mind to begin with?
Further, given that there are many similarities related to how
oppression and violence is lived across these marginalized
groups, it was increasingly evident that something bigger was
at play and that this siloed approach hinders learning about
the commonalities in the way violence and oppression is
cemented, perpetuated, and experienced.
What if we talk to one another, listen, learn, and strategize
together? What about a marginalized peoples’ solidarity!
In 2014 I wrote the play A Tender Path that explores this idea of
learning and putting experiences of historical systemic
marginality side by side.

Everything in this play is true - based on my discussions with
people and their own documentation. The character of Isabelle is
based on Isabelle Knockwood’s book Out of the Depths, where Ms.
Knockwood steadfastly walks us through pages of detailed horror
experienced by Mi’kmaw children in the residential school
system. Her voice, along with all the women’s voices I was
hearing, began to merge. Not to disappear, nor minimize the
distinctive experiences...but pain is inflicted and experienced in
similar ways. What I have been learning is that pain doesn’t seem
to be an incident, or something locked in history. It moves with
you. It walks a path with you.
Then in walks my artistic partner in crime, Roshanak Jaberi who
clearly was on a similar journey.
In 2015 a photograph of a three-year old Syrian boy named Alan
Kurdi, who had drowned in the Mediterranean Sea with his
mother and brother made global headlines. The disturbing image
reminded us of the dangerous journey that thousands of refugees
make each year to seek safety. These stories triggered my own
memories of displacement and war, and reminded me of the
incredible capacity for human resilience in the face of adversity. I
was humbled by the strength and courage of the women in
particular, who not only survived the difficulties of forced
migration but overcame the injustices of gender-based violence.

I wanted to create a work that highlighted the women at
the heart of these stories, when a colleague brought my
attention to the dire situation in refugee camps. She
later introduced me to Doris, who helped guide my
research and has continued to play an integral role in my
continued learning. Drawing connections between
experiences of marginalization has allowed me to gain a
better understanding of my own lived experiences and
has informed the way that I approach my art.
No Woman’s Land is therefore the culmination of threeyears of research which includes interviews with refugee
women and survivors of violence from Tamil, Syrian, and
Somali communities, among others. The production
premiered in 2019 and will be on tour in Ontario March
2022.
-Doris Rajan & Roshanak Jaberi

CREDITS
Soheil Parsa - Director
Jaek Eastcott - Director of Photography / Editor
Doris Rajan - Producer/ Playwright
Roshanak Jaberi - Producer / Choreographer
Bren Eastcott - Assistant Camera
Thomas Ryder Payne - Sound Design / Composition (No Woman's Land)
Jacob Sidhu - Sound
Doris Rajan* - Actor “Fatima”
Karen Kaeja - Dancer
Nickeshia Garrick - Dancer
Sara Arenson - “Michelle”
Chanin Lee Payea** - “Isabelle”
Eric Blais* - “Ken/British Lawyer”
Rachel Baziuk - Stage Manager
From the Royal Winnipeg Ballet School, Recreational Division - Ria
Bernadette Sarsaba, Dailia Martin, Maryn Woo, Natalie Dyck and
Amanda Gregan
* The Actor appears through the courtesy of Canadian Actors' Equity Association
** The Actor was contracted through The Alliance of Canadian Cinema, Television and
Radio Artists (ACTRA)
No Woman's Land was created with Karen Kaeja & Nickeshia Garrick along with the
original cast of the 2019 production.

CAST & CREW
Sara Arenson (“Michelle”)
Sara Arenson is a Winnipeg-based actor and writer. A graduate of the University of
Winnipeg theatre department, she has acted twice in the Winnipeg Fringe Festival,
reenacted someone’s medical misdiagnosis for TV, and participated in two cabarets with
Sick + Twisted Theatre, Winnipeg’s disability theatre company. She has also written plays
that were given staged readings or produced by Winnipeg Jewish Theatre, Manitoba
Association of Playwrights, and Sarasvati Productions. She lives with her partner Mark
and enjoys spending time with family and friends.
Rachel Baziuk (Stage Manager)
Rachel is currently completing her honours theatre production degree at the University of
Winnipeg. She has worked on numerous plays at the university in various roles such as
props coordinator, assistant stage manager, and sound coordinator. Outside of the
university, Rachel has worked as a backstage crew runner at MTYP, casual crew calls at
the Tom Hendry Warehouse Theatre, and casual work at Rainbow Stage. She is currently
preparing to stage manage the upcoming show Everybody by Brandon Jacobs-Jenkins at
the University of Winnipeg in the new year. She is thrilled and honoured to be a part of
this project!
Eric Blais (“Ken/British Lawyer”)
Eric Blais has been working in theatre, film and television for over 20 years. In Winnipeg
he has worked with Theatre Projects Manitoba, Shakespeare in the Ruins, Prairie Theatre
Exchange, Manitoba Theatre for Young People, Winnipeg Jewish Theatre, The Royal
Manitoba Theatre Centre, many independent productions, and has worked for various
companies across the country as well. Recent credits include directing Shakespeare's Will
for SIR and performing in In Time for TPM and the new television series SkyMed.
Eric trained in Theatre at the University of Winnipeg and holds a Masters in Fine Art from
York University.

Jaek Eastcott (Director of Photography / Editor)
Jaek Eastcott is an independent creative filmmaker and video artist. He has written,
directed, and acted in several short films with an emphasis on improvisational filmmaking
that explores community and human connection. Jaek has created video art in
collaboration with many Toronto-based musicians and artists. In all these processes, Jaek
aims to build and showcase connectivity through an emotional and an abstract lens. As a
visual artist, Jaek’s work often exists in the realm of free-form, kaleidoscopic modes of
storytelling.
Bren Eastcott (Camera Assistant)
Bren began her professional acting career at the age of 12 where she had a principle role
in the film The Ron Clark Story. She is a graduate of Toronto’s Etobicoke School of the
Arts during which time she had appeared in many television shows including How to be
Indie, The Latest Buzz, Z- Squad and Degrassi - The Next Generation. Most recently Bren
was in a Netflix movie entitled Let it Snow and an online presentation of Rick Roberts’
“Orestes” with Tarragon theatre. Bren is now excited to be developing her voice behind
the scenes. She wrote, directed and produced her first play Green Green Grass which was
on stage in Toronto in 2017. She has also stage-managed three productions of “Mashup”, a
lively variety show by comedic duo Liza Paul and Bahia Watson. Bren is an emerging
filmmaker and theatre director, with short films to her credit and scripts in the making!
Nickeshia Garrick (Dancer)
Nickeshia Garrick is a settler on the stolen land of Tkaronto and has performed on this
land for over 25 years. She is unapologetically a Black, Queer Artist, who believes in the
healing power of breath through raw emotion and movement. She holds her BFA in Dance
from Simon Fraser University (Vancouver) and is currently working on the next iteration
of her solo exploration, ‘To My Past, Present, and Future…’ This continued exploration of
what it is to be Black, Queer, Broken, and Spiritual will be adapted to and captured on
film.

Roshanak Jaberi (Producer / Choreographer)
Roshanak is an interdisciplinary artist, producer, and Dora nominated choreographer and
performer with a career that spans over 20 years. Described as “a force to reckon with,”
she has performed in numerous dance works and created/co-created over 30 works in
dance, visual arts, film and music. Roshanak is the founding Artistic Director of Jaberi
Dance Theatre–a Toronto-based company that creates contemporary and
interdisciplinary political art. She is the recipient of the ISPA-International Society of
Performing Arts Global Fellowship (2020, 2021) and the Chalmers Arts Fellowship (2019),
and holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts from York University (honours).
Karen Kaeja (Dancer)
Karen Kaeja is an Ashkenazi, Tkaronto born, award-winning choreographer, project
instigator, performer and mentor. Her work focuses on the power of Touch. She develops
platforms for collaborative relationships between dancers and everyday people. Karen is
in The Canadian Who’s Who with awards including Dance Ontario’s Lifetime Achievement,
CDA “I Love Dance” Community, and Paul D. Fleck Fellowship. A finalist for the TAF
Celebration of Cultural Life Award, TAF Muriel Sherrin Award, NOW’s Best Local
Choreographer and twice for Best Dance Company, Karen has 7 Dora Mavor Moore
nominations with one win. Co-Artistic Director of Kaeja d’Dance with Allen Kaeja, she is
commissioned and presented by performance series around the world, and collaborates
with many of Canada’s brilliant choreographers (kaeja.org).
Chanin Lee (“Isabelle”)
Chanin Lee, an Anishnaabe woman born in Winnipeg, currently based in Toronto. She
attended Seneca College’s Acting for Camera and Voice program, graduating in 2017. She
is also a beadwork artist, running a successful online business. It is important to her to
remain close to her culture and to bring Indigenous voices to the mainstream as a
storyteller.

Soheil Parsa (Director)
Soheil Parsa is the co-founder and former artistic director of Modern Times Stage
Company in Toronto and has directed over forty productions for the company since its
inception in 1989. His work has been recognized with numerous awards and nominations.
In 2021, Soheil received the Barbara Hamilton Memorial Award and the Canadian
Association for Theatre Research Honorary Member Award for his unique contribution to
Canadian theatre in the past thirty-two years.

Doris Rajan (Producer / Playwright / “Fatima”)
Doris is a theatre and film artist who has enjoyed many productions of her one-woman
play Doris Does Damage, later filmed live at Second City. In documentary she worked on
This Beggar’s Description and The R Word. Her short comedy film Healing Rani screened
at the New York International Independent Film Festival. Doris was selected as one of
ReelWorld Festival’s Emerging 20 Filmmakers for her sitcom Maharani on the Beach. In
2015, Doris wrote and produced the play A Tender Path directed by Soheil Parsa. Doris also
works at the Institute for Research and Development on Inclusion and Society.

Jacob Sidhu (Sound)
Jacob Sidhu is a filmmaker, musician, and student from Winnipeg, Manitoba. Jacob is the
son of first generation immigrants, with his mother and father having moved from El
Salvador and India respectively. In his late high school years and into his university career,
Jacob used his knowledge of music production recording techniques to become a location
sound mixer, boom operator, and sound editor. Jacob carries his diverse roots as a badge
of honour while he studies to further develop his expertise in media production,
philosophy, and his first love, music.

The Royal Winnipeg Ballet School, Recreational Division (Dancers)
Since its founding in 1939, the Recreational Division of the RWB School has made a
meaningful contribution in communities across Manitoba by providing quality dance
instruction to dancers of all ages, levels and interests. The School offers a range of classes
in a variety of disciplines such as: creative movement, ballet, pointe, jazz, lyrical, tap,
modern, musical theatre, conditioning and hip hop, as well as specialized programs for
boys and adults, combining the best in training, facilities and value in a positive and
encouraging environment.

